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Maggie McCaffrey abandons her high-pressure career
and returns to Springwater to pursue her dream of
transforming the old Springwater Station into a modern inn, only to be reunited with her old love,
J.T. Wainwright, an ex-cop grieving over the death of his partner.

Reviews of the Springwater Wedding by Linda Lael Miller
Gri
I loved this book. It was a fast read as well as a great escape. Miller has given us the flavor of modern
Springwater plus allowing the characters the chance to reverently appreciate the legacy of the early
citizens who built the town.
It is truly Maggie's and JT's story and if the problems of the people around them are not totally well
developed, I feel that in no way does this take away from the romance of our two lovers.
You feel the pain they suffered from losing each other so many years ago, feel the sadness as their first
marriages ended and without doubt experience the unremitting joy as they rediscover their relationship.
The arrival of JT's little boy only cements Maggie's and JT's feelings for one another. It also allows us to
see briefly into the window of his past when his first wife brings Quinn to Montana.
This will be a book to take to the beach, the pool or anywhere else you want to go and just be pleasantly
entertained. A keeper.

Scoreboard Bleeding
I liked the suspense. Did not like the way she did not remember the genealogy from the previous
Springwater books.
Vozuru
Linda Lark Miller always knows how to close a series! She brought all the charactars together, the
past and the future together so seamlessly! As always, thanks for a great read!
Gavigamand
I got this book and was surprised that is came as a headback book. I am not used to reading hardd
cover books, but I liked this book so much and it turned out jusr fine. I love this author and read
every thing I find of hers, but it is hard since I have read so much of her work. Loved it
Qudanilyr
Actually has some unexpected twists. Nice story to get lost in.
Kerahuginn
Love Linda Lael Miller
Leniga
This was such a profound experience. I really like all Linda Lael Miller's books.
Her style of writing is extraordianary prose.
I get caught up after the first couple of sentences.
This series of hers is just wonderful to read.
Love LLM and her characters, always feels like family when I start one of her books....have three in
the current stack of books to read!
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